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Teacher´s book 

(CD with the pictures of “The little paper boat” are included). 
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The little paper boat: Teacher´s book 

WHERE WE TURN ENGLISH INSIDE OUT. 

 

 

This is the story of Peter and Jack. 

They didn´t know what to play. 

But everything changed when they found a 

little paper boat. 

 

 

Written by: José Manuel Maestre & Luis del Valle. 

Illustrated by: Miguel Soro. 

 

 

 

 

Queda prohibida, salvo excepción prevista en la ley, cualquier forma de reproducción, distribución, 

comunicación pública y transformación de esta obra sin contar con autorización de los titulares de 

propiedad intelectual. La infracción de los derechos mencionados puede ser constitutiva de delito contra la 

propiedad intelectual (arts. 270 y ss. Código Penal). 
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Dear teacher, 

 “The little paper boat” tries to achive a rewarding vocabulary for your students. With the idea that 

little students are like sponges that can absorb a huge information, “The little paper boat” faces an 

english native vocabulary. “The little paper boat” project is divided in 3 units depending on the 

level (1
st
, 2

nd
, 3

rd
, 4

th
, 5

th
, 6

th
 grades). Each unit has 5 lessons and 2 tests. The length of time of 

each lesson and test is about 2 or 3 hours. So, the duration of the project is about three weeks. In 

the beginning of each lesson the activities focus on the speaking skills. This is, the teacher will 

stress the oral expression. The activities moves towards the reading and listening (CD includes 

audio tracks), in order to stress the comprehension of the vocabulary that they have learned. On 

the other hand, the students have to improve their writing comprehension. To strengh this, it is 

important a teamwork with another areas such as Physical Education and Art & Craft. Eventually, 

a digital grid or a pdf grid (to be printed) to register the grades of the students is offered (see CD).  

The project also has three sections: 

“The little paper boat” book: A stunning book with a story about two little boys called Peter and 

Jack and a little paper boat. The book has phrasal verbs, idioms and words with double significant. 

To understand all this, it is necessary a guide. This guide is on the Student´s book and on the 

Teacher´s book. 

“The little paper boat”: Student´s book. This book contains several activities where little students 

must complete sentences with a some help. In order to improve their writing comprehension, they 

also can make up sentences, write make-up sentences and do tests where they can write some 

projects.  In order to motivate the student, at the end of each lesson, the little student can assess 

with emoticons faces how well they did the lesson. 

“The little paper boat: Teacher´s book.” The teacher will be very important in the process of 

learning. The teacher can use diffent displays or pictures (see CD  attached in this teacher´s book). 

The main idea is to start with the pictures or displays. Digital displays with audios in power point 

are also offered in the teacher´s book. In order to improve the comprehension of the vocabulary 

that the “The little paper book” offeres, it is important that student start working with the pictures 
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or displays. If the school has smartboards, it will be suitable to play the displays. If not, student 

must have printed the displays or use the “The little paper boat” book. This will aloud students to 

be able to understand the whole story.  

The main idea is to interact with students using the four english skills (reading, speaking, listening 

and writing). In addition to this, we are devolping the oral expression and the writing and listening 

comprehension.  

In this teacher´s book, the teacher will find different icons that will help to tell the sort of activity 

to do with the students. 

   Let´s think. The teacher guide the student to think about what the picture is about. 

 

     Let´s talk. In order to improver the student´s oral expression, the pictures will 

offer the teachder enough information to talk with the students.  

 

Let´s read. The activity book will focus on the reading and on the writing. The 

teacher will help the student out reading along. First the reading will be in 

present. Then in simple past. 

 

Let´s listen. Each audio will be talked by an american speakers. There will be 

different tracks which refer to the original audiobook. The student will listen to de 

audio twice or three times. After listening is important to talk about what the   

student have understood. 

 

 Let´s think. Keywords will be the key of learning a new topic, verb o word. “The 

little paper boat” tries to approach a native english with the keywork. Teacher must 

guide in these process.  

 

Let´s write. At the end of each lesson, the activity book has a writing task. The 

student has to complete sentences or to write a short story or script.  

Read 
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UNIT 1. LESSON 1. 

Display 1. 

Speaking: I can see. 

Display 2. 

Speaking: There is & There are. 

Display 3. 

Speaking: In & On 

Display 4. 

Speaking: Days of the week. 

Display 5. 

Speaking: Part of a day. 

Display 6. 

Reading and Writing. 

Display 7. 

Keyword: To be stuck. 

Display 8. 

Listening. 

Student´s book. 

Writing pages 5 & 6. 
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Display 1. 

 

Tell your students to look at the picture and talk to them about 

this question. Stress the modal verb “Can”. 

 

                      

         What can you see? I can see 
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Display 2. 

 

Talk to your students about what there is or there are  in 

the picture.    Stress “there is and there are”. There is not 

vocabulary help in this display. 

                          What is there in the picture?  

                    There is ….. 

                                There are …. 
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Display 3. 

Talk to your students about where things in the picture are. 

Make examples with in and on. Stress “on the bench”. 

There is not vocabulary help in this display 

      

Where is the ball?              Where are the children? 

     Where is the fisherman?      Where are the ducks?  
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Display 4: Days of the week 

                     Read these sentences to your students and ask them. 

 

What do you do on Fridays? 

What do you do at weekend? 

What do you do on Mondays? And on Tuesdays? 

What do you do on Wednesdays? And on Thursdays? 

Do you like Fridays? 

Do you play soccer on Mondays? 

Which day is your favourite day? 
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Display 5: Parts of the day 

Read these sentences to your students and ask them. 

 

What do you do in the morning? And in the afternoon? 

What do you do in the evening? And at night? 

 

What do you do on Fridays afternoon? 

What do you do on Saturdays morning? 

What do you do on Sundays evening? 

What do you do on Mondays at night? 
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Display 6. 

 

 

Read along the story with your students once. 

Then, tell your students to read the story aloud 

(you can choose several students and read the story as 

many times as you wish).  

 

Read 
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Activity book page 5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Read the story again and underline the words that you 
know. Ask your teacher the words that you do not know. 

Help your students with the vocabulary. Play a roll play asking 

between them: Example. What do you think an old man is? What do 

you think looking at a tree means? 

2. What do you do? 

Play an interactive roll play with your students asking them what 

they usually do during the week. 

3. There is & There are. 

Complete the sentences while the student is looking at the picture. 

Stress the vocabulary and the prepositions “in” and “on”. 
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Display 7: To be stuck. 

           Ask these questions to your student. 

 

Can Peter and Jack get the ball? 

 

 Explain the verb “to be stuck” to your students. Stress 

the verb to be. Use examples such as: 

 When someone cannot move: I am stuck in the slide.  

 When someone do not know the answer: I am stuck with 

this lesson. 

 When something cannot be reached: The ball is stuck. 
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Display 7: “Stuck in mud” game. 

     Here are some tips to help your students to explain  

      the game “Stuck in mud”.  

Tip 1. Let your student talk about the game “Tuli” that he or she plays with 

his o her friends. 

 

Tip 2. There are very rewarding vocabulary that native people use such us 

“stuck”, “mud” “it” or “tag” or “base”. Talk to your students about it. 

 

Tip 3. Let´s do an example with a little movement. Take two students (one 

is stuck in mud and the other has to save him/ and explain the game in class 

the game. 
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Display 7: “Stuck in mud” game in Physical Education. 

     

Play “Stuck in mud” in Physical Education class. Here is you can 

teach your students how to play We have a game called “Stuck in 

mud”. In Spanish you say: “Tuli”. One is “it”. It has to “tag” the rest of 

the people. If it “tags” you, you are “stuck in mud”. You have to spread 

out your legs and stretch your arms like a plane. If you want to continue 

playing someone has to pass under your legs. If you are in “danger” you 

can be safe saying “base”. However, you must know that in that case 

you are “stuck in mud” and if you want to continue playing someone has 

to pass through your legs. 
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Display 8. 

             AUDIO TRACK 1.  Listen to story once.  

             Tell your student to listen to the story. 

          Ask them what do they think the story is about?  

             I think the story is about… 

Talk to your students about the story that they have already listened. 

          When do we say Excuse me?         When do we say “sorry”? 

Play a little performance about “Excuse me” & “Sorry”.  

          Example: “Excuse me, What time is it?  

Example: “Sorry, I don´t know. 
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Display 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             AUDIO TRACK 1.  Listen to story once again.  

             Tell your student to listen to the story again 

          Ask them what do people say when they ask things politly?  

            Stress, Can you get our ball please? 

Talk to your students about the story that they have already listened. 

          When do we say “please”?         When do we say “thank you”? 

Play a little performance about “Excuse me” & “Sorry”.  

          Example:  Can I borrow you a pencil, please?  

Example: “Sorry, I don´t know. 
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Display 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tell your student to listen to the story one more time. 

Stress the possessive using examples.  

Can you get our ball, please? 

Ask your students ways to answer when people ask: 

Whose is this? Whose are these? 

My house. 

His toy. 

Her bike. 

Their houses. 
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Activity book page 6. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. Complete the sentences using these words. 

Help your students with the vocabulary. Play a roll play asking 

between them: Solutions: Excuse me madam, What time is it?; “Sorry, 

I haven´t got a watch”. 

5. Complete the sentences using these words. 

Help your students with the vocabulary. Play a roll play 

asking between them: Solutions: Can I borrow you a pencil, 

please?; Here you are. Thank you. 

6. Make sentences using these words. 

Help your students with the vocabulary. Play a roll play asking 

between them: Whose is this? This is her car; This are their houses. 
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